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Sanitation Facilities Construction
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Water & Wastewater

- Water Projects funded by the IHS and by partner agencies EPA, HUD, RD
  - Water distribution systems
  - Treatment / pump houses
    - Iron, Manganese, Uranium, Arsenic
  - Water storage tanks
  - Domestic water wells
  - Scattered site wells & service connections
Water & Wastewater

- Wastewater Projects funded by the IHS and by partner agencies EPA, HUD, RD
  - Sewer collection systems
    - Tule River 30,000 feet
    - Cold Springs
  - Treatment plants
  - Disposal system
  - Scattered site septic systems & service connections
Sanitation Deficiency System

– Means of identifying, ranking & tracking needs
– Annual evolution seeking input April & May
– SDS is the engine that drives construction for the SFC branch
– Community & individual deficiencies